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The Ethics of Dust, review: A testament to the
everyday life beyond Westminster's
ceremonies
EVENING STANDARD ARTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Jorge Otero-Pailos's monument to the human history of Westminster is a
lyrical, welcome pause in a cataclysmic moment
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Poetic: Jorge Otero-Pailos finds the everyday amongst Westminster's illustrious history Marcus J Leith

It's fitting that Jorge Otero-Pailos should unveil a work which
cleans the grime from the heart of the Houses of Parliament
just as dirt is being slung with abandon by politicians all
around. 

Otero-Pailos is an artist but he’s also in charge of a programme in
historic preservation at Columbia University. He and the visionary
art producers Artangel have worked with the Parliamentary Estate
to clean Westminster Hall’s walls. 

The cloth and latex used to remove this historic dust and soot form
two casts of the hall’s east wall, both six metres high, which
together stretch for 50 metres.

They hang from the magnificent hammerbeam timber roof. A
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ghostly mirror of the wall they face, they bear the scars built up on
the stone over centuries. We don’t know when the hall was last
cleaned, if at all.

Profoundly poetic, it is an ephemeral monument composed from
trapped particles of soot, skin, soil, paper, textiles and everything
else that dust contains, which has slowly built into a rich patina. It’s
an everyday accumulation, a testament to a humdrum life beyond
the trials, coronation ceremonies and  lyings-in-state it has
witnessed over the centuries.

And it is a great sculpture: stand on one side and you view the dust
from the wall’s point of view. From the other side, the latex sheets
are backlit; they read like blemished skin. From a distance, you
 appreciate the work’s more abstract qualities: if sunlight pours
through the high windows, it glisters on the latex surface.
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At such a cataclysmic, troubling moment in British life, this lyrical
pause for thought, about time and history, about human life —  and
death, of course — is hugely welcome.

Until September 1, artangel.org.uk
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